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Modern combat 4: zero hour - a continuation of the famous first-person shooter for Android. In this part of the game significantly improved graphics and engine physics, and there was a complete story. Overall, it's a bit like the popular CoD series of games, but this time on the mobile device screen. With the latest release, the gameplay
has not changed. The user plays a first-class soldier, on the shoulders of which lay an important mission to prevent nuclear war. The game is fully translated into Russian, to follow the development of the plot is very interesting. Designers and artists approached the creation of locations very responsibly, in this game it is difficult to find
duplicates of scenery and other items. The dynamics of the events are pleasing: maps are constantly happening, any actions, whether it be explosions, shooting or other events. Control in modern Combat 4: zero hour sells very well and any discomfort during the game occurs. Developers have implemented the possibility of activation of
the function avtopritselivaniya, without which, at first, it is difficult to play. In the future, this option may be safely disabled in your app settings. Innovation should also include the long-awaited multiplayer. The graphics are just gorgeous. Gameloft finally gave up its engine curve in favor of a more modern and quirky HAVOK, after which the
game got a straight console. The textures and effects look so real, but this visual creates a lot of stress on the device. Also added a little interactivity to spice up the gameplay. Therefore, the main character often gets into a situation where you need to apply the tactics of a close fight, and this action looks very impressive. Modern Combat
4: zero hour is not very original in terms of plot and visual effects, but it is a worthy continuation of the popular series of games for smartphones and tablets, which can seduce the user for a few hours. Modern Combat 4: the zero-hour plot is also very hot: After the disaster begins, global security is tied to the hands of several elite soldiers,
they must follow the familiar and terrible terrorist organizations, world leaders will be rescued! In 12 missions you can play both a righteous elite warrior and opposite actor Edgar Page to experience different stories and plots. As for the storyline, the main set of military topics continues, and once again the player becomes a soldier who will
save the country from disaster and even save peace in the world. From an unknown soldier to an outstanding marshal, this will replicate this magnificent process. This time the trouble is greater because the president was kidnapped. The specific story here is not spoilers, players or personally experience more interesting. In the game
level, to put it simply, players will use the latest and most powerful weapon to kill from zero to the tail. CCP has 12 levels that can be closed 10 hours in plain mode. Kill the enemy there are three main ways: long-range shooting, hand-to-hand combat, the use of auxiliary weapons. Remote shooting is a fundamental game, players can
have dozens of functions, firepower of different types of weapons to switch between them. When the player is closer to the enemy, the system automatically switches to closing mode, clicking on the bottom right corner of the dagger can start a bloody murder. Auxiliary weapons play also comes from on-duty, unmanned vehicles, machine
guns, air strikes and other auxiliary combat techniques enriched the content of the game. The game is interspersed with many slow motions, in some special scenes you need to slide across the screen to perform some actions, such as fighting, melee, also enriched the gameplay. The two-line character set is made for a basic bright spot.
Players in the game need not only to play the heroic salvation of the President of the United States, but also to play the head of the terrorist organization Paige. This setting allows the player to better understand the history, even if you do not understand English, but also to understand the essence of the game context. It goes without
saying that the pleasure of one person decorating two corners also means that the player can experience the pleasure of the game, even if the evil spirits are replaceable. Character modeling, environmental modeling, depth of field, lighting, color, detail, each of the visual effects gives a sense of realistic and shocking. The huge amount of
rendering depending on the location of the light gives an exciting feeling of immersion, and the placement of sunlight affects the distribution of brightness throughout the environment, something that is otherwise unimaginable in other games. The effect of smoke is bright. Whether it's smoke caused by the arson of a building, or the black
fog generated by an airplane explosion, it radiates a strong sense of reality. It seems that you can smell the suffocation of a pungent smell after seeing the picture. Realistic firearms, blood that bullet pierces the enemy's jet, or shards of other items, all send a message to the player - you are on the battlefield. The realistic consequences of
the environment, jungle or beach, military bases or building buildings and reality are the same, the proportion of buildings, trees, people, articles just right, without any sense of incompatibility. The effect of death is realistic. The game uses the physical and technical engine Havok and creates a natural sense of death, which means that the
enemy will not immediately fall on impact, and will make a series of painful moves. Players will appear after firing bleeding, red blood flowing down from the screen, the player will subconsciously find a place to avoid bullets. Background sound, the game is a lot of effort to make the whole mic environment appear real. The plane whistled
past the sky, giving Player feeling flying overhead. Executive orders, enemy cries, headquarters tasks instructions all through live dubbing, a full cinema. Environmental music is wonderful, each scene has its own unique melody, played a role in the plot. Combat sound effects, different firearms will give out a different shot sound,
authenticity was reflected. Roar heavy weapons can give the player more auditory shock, grenades, grenades, missiles, each strike exaggeration.-apkawaRd.com there are eight multiplayer modes that are mode of war, life and death battle, Team Life and Death Battle, Capture the battle flag, pursuit of the match, conquest match, VIP
mode and Barebone mode. Each mode has its own unique game mode. Up to 12 people are competitive at the same time, which can bring complex pleasure. Different multiplayer modes require different tactics and coordination skills that provide more playability outside of self-battle. Modern Combat 4: zero hour is the flagship firstperson shooter that represents the highest level of such work. If you want to play first-person shooter games on your Android phone, then this is your best bet. Modern Fight 4: The zero hour fourth version of the beautiful game of the exciting and popular Fight LLC Company boasts cutting-edge products for the Android operating system is
the best and most exciting experience of playing first-person shooters on your smartphone brings wins. The graphics are very top of the game will definitely surprise you in a way that video games portable console with the times. The game's graphics, sound and realistic characters, sound effects and videos and powerful weapons should
all come together to offer the best action game! This game, like the famous game Call of Duty is designed for people over 17 years old. The story of the game is that the United States of America under attack by terrorists and the leader of the terrorist group is one of the veterans of the United States decided to betray his country by
attacking and killing the crimes and corruption in the country to destroy that were given. You can't play the role of an American soldier and your mission is to fight terrorists! In the game you will be able to pay for guided vehicles or drones to take control and feel the excitement! You can choose from a variety of semi-automatic weapons,
hand grenades and shotguns and benefit and use the enemy's head. Modern game Combat 4 is incredibly attractive, there is also the opportunity to buy weapons that you can buy all kinds of weapons and use it in combat. A feature of this game is the ability to play multiplayer you can play with other friends with Wi-Fi connections.
Multiplayer opportunities for people Tired of shooting at the enemy, we recommend! In short, all about the game say a little open it to all users interested in the action of the game game We recommend. The 1.1.7c version of the game, which was published today on Android Market for $6.99, is the same as the price is coming and we have
put it to you for free. To see screenshots of the game Modern Combat 4: zero hour and download it directly from .. Note that earlier, and a few days before the 1.2.0f version of the game presented on Iranian sites all have problems (of course, those who downloaded and seeing the post to find out the truth about what we can tell!) we are
proud to be the first time in the web version of the game you are perfectly healthy. Changes to the v1.2.3e version:Bug fixes and improved game graphicsInstallation instructions and play Modern Fight 4: zero hour:- Apk files to download and install.- Download the data files and unpack it. Com.gameloft data folder with the name .
Android.anmp.gloftm4Hm on the way to Android /OBB put the internal memory.- And finally run the game. Notes on the game Modern Combat 4: zero hour:- The version in front of you without having to go through sanctions or dive into Gmail runs out! - According to the data folder just to be on the way to an SD card (internal memory) to
be copied. Free Download Link Android Modern Fight 4: zero hour 1.2.3e Apk Download NowModern Combat 4: zero hour 1.2.3e - Mod Apk Download NowModern Combat 4: zero hour 1.2.3e Data download now now apk+data modern combat 4 zero hour. modern combat 4 zero hour mod apk+data(unlimited credits). modern combat 4
zero hour apk + data offline free download. modern combat 4 zero hour 1.2.3e apk mod + data for android. modern combat 4 zero hour apk + data offline highly compressed. modern combat 4 zero hour 1.2.2e apk mod + data for android. modern combat 4 zero hour v1.2.2e apk+mod offline data. modern combat 4 zero hour apk + data
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